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About Your Sun Sign:

PISCES
You were born with the Sun in Pisces in the 10th house.
The Sun signifies the type of work that gets you the most excited, energized, and fired
up about life. It also describes the areas where you naturally shine and how you will
gain the most enjoyment from the work you do.
Pisces is a dreamy soul-based sign falling at the very end of the zodiac. As a
Mutable Sign, you’re adaptable to change and have a soothing presence which allows
you to be a great listener and a good helper. As a Water sign, you’re also skilled at
imagining what others are feeling because you’re very empathetic and sensitive, as
well as deeply sentimental.
Pisces are mainly fueled by the desire to serve others through their idealistic
view of the world. As a Pisces, you’re skilled at art, music, and the healing arts because
you tend to feel things more deeply than others, but this can also make you more
vulnerable. It’s especially important for you to find healthy ways to allow your feelings
to flow through you instead of escaping from your troubles and learn how to ground
and cleanse your energy when needed.
Your ruler is Neptune... the planet of dreams, ideals, beliefs, and confusion. You
can have a tendency to live between the realms, for better or for worse. This allows you
to channel a deep sense of creativity, but it can sometimes make dealing with the
harshness of reality harder to bear.
You need a career where you can harness the energies you’re picking up on for
the greater good of all, whether that is through a song, a work of art, trend forecasting,
or a special way of healing others. You are deeply compassionate and someone
people naturally turn to for advice in times of need. However, you can also have the
tendency to take on too much of others’ energy, so you need to be able to set up proper
boundaries in your work. Overall, you would prefer to flow peacefully through your day
rather than having to adhere to strict deadlines or high pressure at work.
With your Sun in the 10th house of Career & Legacy, you express yourself
best through your career efforts and following your personal calling. You are meant
to become known for making a positive impact on those around you simply by
being yourself and using your talents, interests, and abilities to your advantage.
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About Your Moon Sign:

SCORPIO

You were born with the Moon in Scorpio in the 5th house.
The Moon describes your inner emotional landscape and the type of conditions that
are needed for you to feel the most comfortable and creative in your life & career.
With your Moon in Scorpio, you are naturally perceptive, powerful, insightful,
and ambitious. You can also be sensitive, nostalgic, and sentimental, although you
may have trouble expressing your true feelings and you probably only let a select few
people you really trust see the true you when you’re down (if anyone).
Once you’ve decided on what you want in your life + career, you will be
unwavering in your efforts until you achieve it, which can give you somewhat of an
intense emotional quality at times. On the bright side, you do tend to work very well
under extreme pressure and your ambition shines through even when faced with
tough situations as long as you are focusing strongly on something you desire.
You will feel at your best when you are able to take time for introspection to
sort out your deeper motivations instead of bottling them up inside for years & years.
It’s best for you to let your emotions flow through you without feeling the need to act
on every whim. Overall, you would prefer to confront things for what they truly are in
emotional situations, which could make you a natural in any kind of probing detective
work or getting to the bottom of deeper issues potentially involving drama, therapy,
art, or research work.
When you are not feeling at your best, it’s usually because you are channeling
the emotional nature of your opposite sign of Taurus instead of your own. This can
result in allowing your emotions to overwhelm you, being too materialistic, or overly
attached to people, things, or specific outcomes which can end up crushing you if your
expectations were too high to begin with.
With your Moon in the 5th house of Fun & Creativity, you are happiest when
you are expressing your creative ideas and having fun doing your own thing. If you
aren’t able to find a creative spark in the projects you’re working on, you’re not
going to feel very fulfilled or happy in your career.
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About Your Rising Sign:

GEMINI
Your Rising Sign, also known as your ‘Ascendant’ (AS), is the self you show
to the world. Think of it this way: If your Sun reveals who you truly are at heart,
your Rising Sign rules your physical, outward appearance and describes how
others see you. This is also the work you’re meant to DO to discover your calling.
As a Gemini Rising, your mission is to communicate ideas & messages and
As a Gemini Rising, your mission is to communicate ideas and messages and network
with others by being part of a collaborative environment where you can bounce your
ideas back and forth. Your youthful curiosity and restless mind can sometimes carry
you from one topic of interest to the next as swiftly as the weather changes and you
may even have trouble focusing on one thing at a time.
At work, Gemini Rising loves to keep busy by consuming information and
sharing it with others. Basically, they’re good talkers and thinkers. You’re especially
clever with language, which could make you a great entertainer, writer, social media
pro, PR agent, teacher, party planner, or sales and marketing expert. However, you
easily get bored when you’re stuck in one place, so you’ll need a career that allows your
mind to stay engaged and interesting in what you’re doing as much as possible.
As a personal brand, it would be helpful for you to aim to seem like a good
communicator who thrives on multi-tasking, being busy, sharing your ideas, and
making a statement.
It is also considered very lucky to act and dress like your Rising Sign, as it
helps you get into character in order to reach your potential. A Gemini wardrobe
also makes a statement and often includes a blending of opposites since Gemini
symbolizes the twins. That could be a mixture of hard leather & soft lace, or a
combination of random seeming patterns or styles put together in a unique way.
Other famous Gemini Rising include: Amy Winehouse, Drew Barrymore, Kelly
Osbourne, Lady Gaga, Rihanna, Sarah Jessica Parker, Pamela Anderson
*The Rising Sign always begins in the 1st house of your chart, which is related
to your Identity & Sense of Self. Sometimes reading the horoscope for your Rising Sign
will seem more accurate than your Sun Sign because the Rising Sign describes more
of what you are actually consciously trying to do in the world.
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About Your Midheaven:

AQUARIUS
Your Midheaven, as seen as MC on your chart, denotes your Career Line
which begins at the 10th house. This axis point signifies your true calling or overarching mission in this lifetime. It’s also known as the way you might do your job
that is considered special or different from others in your field.
With your Midheaven in Aquarius, you are meant to leave a legacy of forwardthinking innovation. You are to become known as someone who does things a little bit
differently and finds unusual solutions to everday troubles. You’ll do this by thinking
outside the box, being aware of what others need in the world, and not being afraid to
stand out or be a little "out there" in your work.
Those with Aquarius as their Midheaven hope to become known as a person
who is revolutionary in their thinking and on the cutting edge of innovation due to
unwavering interest for research, learning and developing their knowledge. These
people pay great attention to the needs of their community in the hopes of bringing
through new approaches that can further society as a whole.
You are also an excellent team player as you don’t micromanage others and
prefer to have your own space to do what you want to do to help the rest of the team.
Although you like to feel like you’re part of a group, you still must have freedom in your
job. You may also be a good candidate for self-employment if you learn to focus and
prioritize.
In terms of career options, you need something that allows you to research
what interests you. You would do well in the fields of humanitarian causes, medicine,
social organizations, fund raising, research, finance, astronomy, fashion, engineering,
design, art, music, computers, communication, or any field where you can be at the
cutting edge and working in untraditional ways.
*Other notes: Your Career Zone begins in Aquarius, but also extends into
Pisces. You are not only meant to spread innovative information to your community
but to do it in a way that inspires, uplifts, or touches others on a deeper emotional or
spiritual level.
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A Planetary Map of
Your Inner & Outer Worlds
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MERCURY in ARIES
With your Mercury in Aries, your mind is naturally enthusiastic and attuned
to finding fresh ideas and innovative solutions that are revealed through following
your unique curiosities and passions. Your communication style is direct and to the
point. You don’t like to waste time with things that are irrelevant or do not interest you.
Sometimes you may feel impatient when starting new things you’re excited about, but
overall it is your passion, creativity, and talking about and promoting the things you
love that fuels your mind and drives your spirit.
*Your Mercury falls in the 11th house of Community & Friendship. Your mind
naturally gravitates how you can help or be of service to others and you are good at
coming up with ways to help make the world a better place for others around you.

VENUS in AQUARIUS
With your Venus in Aquarius, you are attracted to things that are unusual,
innovative, or progressive in nature. You have an open-minded and forward-thinking
spirit and don’t always like to follow the beaten track when it comes to going after the
things you love, however you are not overly possessive once you get them. You value
both your friendships and freedom and do not like to be limited by anyone or anything.
You need space and plenty of room to breathe so you can focus on your own thing.

MARS in CAPRICORN
With your Mars in Capricorn, you are motivated by setting and reaching
your goals in a practical way that will provide long-term support, security, and
sustainability for you. You can be very good at planning things out in the future while
carefully envisioning what it will take for you to get where you want to be, cautiously
examining the details to avoid potential pitfalls along the way. Overall, you prefer to
be fully in control of your life and you are not usually one to make impulsive decisions
unless you understand what the far-reaching consequences will be which is a quality
that makes you a good person to turn to in times of crisis or conflict.
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JUPITER in SAGITTARIUS
With your Jupiter in Sagittarius, you grow the most in your life + career when
you are learning new things and exploring your interests wherever they may take you,
whether that is through a stack of books, school or a course, or even an adventure
somewhere far away or foreign that will allow you to expand your horizons and then
take what you have learned and share it with others. You will bring good fortune and
excitement into your life when you believe in yourself and your ability to achieve your
dreams and bring enthusiasm into learning, teaching, and exploring more of the
magic this world has to offer beyond the sometimes mundane reality of repetitive,
everyday life. You are someone who will do quite well in life when you are willing to
dream big, chase your curiosities with courage, and create your own opportunities.
*Your Jupiter falls in your 6th house of Daily Work & Wellness. Putting
effort into bringing more balance into your daily lifestyle whether through exercise,
nutrition, health, organization, or other ways of supporting your wellbeing (or others’)
will bring you many opportunities for joy, prosperity, excitement, and abundance.

SATURN in TAURUS
With your Saturn in Taurus, the promise you made before you came into this
life has to do with creating a sense of stability and financial security for yourself
that will allow you to feel comfortable and able to enjoy the richness of life. Although
your goal is to create a sustainable future for yourself and to manage your finances
practically, you may find it quite difficult to follow through with your plans and work
hard for long periods of time as you put in sustained efforts in the direction of your
long-term goals. However, putting your heart & soul into work you believe will end up
bring you the most worthwhile rewards in the end. It’s important for you not to rush
your decisions and take the time to look ahead to see how your projects can pay off for
you over great lengths of time.
*Your Saturn is placed in the 12th house of Spirituality which also shows that
you are meant to learn how to bring your deeper spiritual beliefs into an organized
structure you can come to depend on to help you move through life more peacefully
and with a greater sense of faith in the unseen forces that surround & support you.
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URANUS in LIBRA
With your Uranus in Libra, you stand out the most through your ability to bring
a sense of balance, beauty or harmony to chaotic situations. You have a very original
way of expressing yourself due to your amazingly vivid imagination which can make
you quite gifted in a creative or innovative line of work where you have freedom and
independence to pursue your own special passions. Your sense of justice is unrivaled
and you may even take on a point of view that is quite unconventional when it comes
to political matters and personal relationships.

NEPTUNE in SAGITTARIUS
You were born during the time period between 1970 - 1984 when societal ideals
centered around discovering new experiences that could expand your intuitive senses
and spirituality and allow you to reach an understanding of the meaning of life on
a deeper level. Those born during this time are idealistic, love grand ideas, and may
be very tolerant of others. Your dream in life is to continously widen your horizons
by learning about and experiencing as much of the magic that exists in the world as
possible whether through traveling or studying and to share the wisdom that results
from these experiences with others.

PLUTO in VIRGO
You were also born into a generation between 1956-1972 that became more
acutely aware of the need to bring more natural forms of healing to the world when it
comes to food, lifestyles, and holistic and naturopathic healing practices while also
getting back in tune with the earth. You may have an intense desire to purify your
body, mind, or soul and to be of service to others to help them do the same. You will
learn and grow the most when having to overcome flaws or situations that are not
as neat and tidy as you would like them to be. You can be very critical of yourself and
others so it is important to learn how to choose your battles carefully and learn how
to step back and look at the bigger picture. You must learn not to allow your desire for
control (and disdain for sudden change) to keep you from going with the flow as you
come to discover that some of the most creative ideas are indeed born from chaos.
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Your South Node:

LEO
The South Node of the Moon describes your innate natural gifts & talents
as well as past karma that you have brought into this lifetime from previous
incarnations.
With your South Node in Leo, you are especially skilled at expressing yourself
creatively and bringing joy to others with your enthusiasm, passion and vision. You
may also be an entertainer at heart, easily able to uplift others with your generosity
and ease of shining under a spotlight.
However, in a previous lifetime, you may have gone a little bit overboard with
developing these skills by spending too much of your time and energy being overly
consumed with seeking out recognition or admiration from others. You may have not
been very humble or dominated others with your king or queen-like presence, wanting
others to praise you without acknowledging their best interests in return.
Your South Node in Leo also has to do with the possibility of abusing
positions of power or lording your status over others to get your way, using your
shining presence or ego to keep yourself elevated while inadvertently or purposefully
controlling or stepping over others in the process.
This is both a natural skill you have brought in with you into this lifetime
that you can continue to use to your advantage in the positive sense of Leo, but
also something that you are meant to grow forward from. Overall, it’s best for you
to celebrate your amazing ability to present yourself and your work creatively and
courageously and embrace your willingness to step up and shine to move yourself
forward in your life and career, but learn to leave the more negative aspects of Leo
behind in order to reach your true highest potential in this lifetime.
One of our biggest life goals is to learn seek out balance between the South
Node and the North Node. While the South Node describes your skills brought in from
previous lifetimes and past life karma, the North Node provides a way to counterbalance these energies and grow into a more well-rounded person by stepping outside
your usual comfort zone. The next page describes how to work toward this.
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Your North Node:

AQUARIUS
The North Node of the Moon describes the necessary future growth needed
to take you towards your greatest potential. Aiming for this point will accelerate
your learning and take you to new heights in your life + career much more quickly.
Compared to Leo, Aquarius is more focused on putting themselves out there
for the purpose of helping their community and working to move the rest of society
forward as a team through mutually beneficial collaborations. Both of these signs long
to stand out from the crowd, however the way they go about this, and the way they
work best at doing so, are basically opposite. ”
While Leo tends to put much of their focus on boosting up their own presence
and presenting their creative ideas to an adoring audience, Aquarius is attuned to the
needs of the people around them and seeks to help others solve problems in unique
and innovative ways.
Where Leo can easily get caught up in looking for praise or recognition for their
efforts, Aquarius prefers to work as an equal part of a team while boosting up others
around them (even if they still secretly believe they know whats best because they
have all of the answers).
No matter how foreign this concept sounds to you, this is the energy to step
into over the course of your lifetime and channeling this into your career can be
especially helpful and rewarding. Your goal is to learn to balance the strong energy
from your past and learn to move from...
- Leo’s focus on self to Aquarius’ focus on the group or community
- Leo’s attachment to emotions to Aquarius’ detached, logical outlook
- Leo’s warm personality to Aquarius’ cool, impersonal approach
- Leo’s close-mindedness to Aquarius’ universal open-mindedness
- Leo’s search for personal admiration to Aquarius’ love of furthering society
*With your North Node of Destiny in the 9th house of Education, Exploration
& Self-Discovery you are meant to open yourself up to go off and explore your own
interests rather than polling others about what they think you should be doing.
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Your Soul Level Fascinations

CHIRON in ARIES
With the "Wounded Healer" asteroid Chiron placed in your chart in Aries, you
may have a hidden wound or fear around allowing yourself to inspire or influence
others with your own original ideas. You may be afraid of asserting yourself, standing
up for yourself, or sticking out as a leader of what you believe in because you worry
you will be criticized or that others will not be as enthusiastic about your ideas as you
are. You are here to learn that it is okay to speak your mind, share your opinion, and
embrace your own passions regardless of what anyone else might think of them. By
proving to yourself that you can do this, you can also help others heal similar wounds.

VESTA in CAPRICORN
With the "Devotion" asteroid Vesta in Capricorn, you are especially devoted
to creating structures and organized frameworks out of your ideas or information
to make it more purposeful and practical for others to utilize. When you want to
accomplish something, you will commit to it with a sense of duty and responsibility
in order to create a greater sense of security. You are very good at planning and being
persistent when it comes to following through with your obligations, but can also be
quite critical of yourself at times if you are not living up to the expectations or plans
you have made.

PALLAS ATHENA in ARIES
The "Spiritual Awakening" asteroid, Pallas Athena, describes the type of things
that make the world light up for you with pure magic. With Pallas Athena falling in
Aries, the world comes alive with magic and you receive a deeper understanding of
your clear place in the universe when you are able to share your passions and have
your original ideas be valued, well-received, and put into practice by others through
your ability to take charge and find the fastest solution to move energy forward in
healthy and efficient ways.
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What Makes You Especially Unique
{ OTHER NOTABLE CHART ASPECTS }

24° ♓︎︎
2° ♏︎︎
2° ♈︎
13° ♒︎︎
1° ♑︎
6° ♐
18° ♉︎
12° ♎ R
3° ♐ R
28° ♍ R
22° ♒︎
21° ♊︎

AS

26° ♒︎

MC

✧ You were born on a Waning Gibbous Moon. Your creativity comes out the most when you
are sharing your gifts, talents, time or expertise in order to help others.

✧ Your Mercury is closely aligned with your Pallas Athena. The world lights up in pure
magic for you when you are sharing your thoughts, ideas, and passions with a group
of people to fire them up and encourage them.

✧ Your Jupiter is closely aligned with your Neptune. You gain the most joy and excitement
when you working towards creating an ideal schedule including rituals, routines, and
habits that contribute to a supportive lifestyle and workflow.

✧ You were born with Neptune, Uranus, and Pluto in retrograde. You may feel confused
about what your dream vision for the future truly entails as well as how you can stand
apart from the rest of the crowd and evolve and grow as a person, but you are not
meant to have total clarity around these things. Instead, the universe is asking you to
look within and use your intuition to guide you one step at a time rather than waiting
for the entire plan to magically present itself to you because it may never will. It’s
through looking back and connecting the dots through taking inspired action that
things will naturally develop and make more sense to you over time.
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In Your Element
7
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3
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When it comes to the 4 elements...
FIRE & AIR - One of your greatest strengths is your ability to take inspired action
toward your passions and to communicate and collaborate with others. Your
enthusiasm can be quite contagious and you may be able to easily influence others
with your good ideas simply by promoting the things you love and feel most fired up
about. You’re also able to pass down your knowledge through clear communications
while also being able to collaborate and share your ideas freely and conceptually with
others in social situations without being overly attached to the final outcome.
EARTH - You also have a strong amount of Earth which grants you with the ability to
make a solid, practical goal for success based on logic and careful planning and follow
it through to the very end through sheer persistence and a willingness to work hard.
WATER - Water is your weakest element which may sometimes make it difficult for
you to understand why you feel the way you do or you may have trouble expressing
your true feelings and emotions with others.
You may find it worthwhile to befriend or work alongside Water signs such as Cancer, Scorpio,
and Pisces who can help inspire you to tune into your intuition and get in touch with your
spiritual side in order to allow your emotional guidance system to lead you in the right direction.
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Who You Work Best With

CANCER

SCORPIO

TAURUS

CAPRICORN

Your fellow Water Sign, Cancer, understands your
sensitive nature and can help you feel nurtured and
comforted by their naturally protective qualities.

Another fellow Water Sign, Scorpio, understands the
depth of your emotions and seeks to form a deeper
connection that dives below the surface of everyday
small talk.

Earth Sign, Taurus, provides a grounding presence
to help you feel calm and balanced so you can
remember to focus on the beautiful, good-feeling
side of life.

Another Earth Sign, Capricorn, can help you cope
with the practical demands of life and stay on track
towards your goals with their encouragement and
no-nonsense attitude.

Most challenging signs:
Your opposite sign Virgo shares your compassion and adaptability but lacks your
gentle imagination, and Gemini and Sagittarius may inadvertently injure your
feelings with their witticisms and bluntness.
*Note: This does not mean it’s impossible to get along with or work alongside these
people (especially because they may have other signs strongly present in their chart),
but you may not quite experience the invigorating feeling of being in authentic
alignment with a kindred soul as much as the signs listed above.
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Most Productive Days & Times

Day of the week: Thursdays
especially 7 am, 2 pm & 9 pm
Best Season for Productivity:
Winter (Northern Hemisphere)
Most Powerful Days
for the next 12 months: (EST)
January 2019 - 10, 27, 28
February - 6, 7, 23, 24
March - 5, 6, 23, 24
April - 1, 2, 19, 20, 29, 30
May - 17, 18, 26, 27
June - 13, 14, 22, 23, 24
July - 10, 11, 20, 21
August - 7, 16, 17
September - 3, 12, 13, 30
October - 1, 10, 28
November - 6, 7, 24
December - 3, 4, 21, 22, 30, 31
Years of Expansion:
2018 & 2019 - Daily Work & Wellness
2020 - Relationships
2021 - Business & Finance
2022 - Travel, Education & Self-Discovery
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How to Achieve Better
Work/Life Balance

PISCES RECHARGES BY:
1) Interacting with other Water signs, especially Cancer & Scorpio.
2) Living in close proximity to bodies of water, swimming and boating.
3) Work in which you can use your imagination & empathy to create and serve.
4) Taking regular time to retreat from the rest of the world in a sacred space.

PISCES SELF-CARE TECHNIQUES:

NUTRITION: Conscious eating is important for Pisces to feel more grounded in the
physical world. Fish and shellfish provide long-running energy and boost the immune
system. Sea vegetables are loaded with minerals and hard-to-find iodine. Avoid too
much caffeine, alcohol or other mind-altering substances that throw you off balance.
RELAXATION PRACTICES: Meditation for helping you reconnect with your body, mind
& spirit and reduce stress-related illnesses. Swimming is one of the best forms
of exercise for a Pisces because it helps you unwind as you fluidly move your body
through water to release tension on both a physical and emotional level. Walking for
connecting your feet to the earth.
AROMATHERAPY: Sandalwood oil to heighten the ability to make connections between
the seen and unseen and quell nervous tension. Myrrh for divinely sacred skin care.
Tea tree oil for warding off infections and mood elevation.
CRYSTALS & STONES: Amethyst to encourage the clearing of negative energy while
promoting restful sleep and soothing dreams. Aquamarine for embracing change and
developing your intuition. Fluorite for balancing and energizing the third eye for clarity
of thought.
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If you were a Tarot card...
The Strength card symbolizes inner
determination and the power of the human
spirit to overcome any obstacle.

This Tarot card represents...
- Drawing upon inner strength and
confidence to endure challenges
- Stamina and persistence with
underlying patience and calmness
- Being focused on what you need to do
and doing it with composure
- Using a compassionate approach
- Being tolerant, accepting, and
forgiving of others as a way to tame
the situation

You are meant to be someone who has learned to master your raw instincts,
thoughts, or emotions and transcend them in order to awaken wisdom and a deeper
compassionate and intuitive approach to living.
The Strength card represents a higher level of consciousness that allows
you to take responsibility for yourself, so you can master yourself and your world by
connecting with your inner and outer strength and presenting yourself as someone
who is strong, assertive and persevering. One way or another, you will be recognized &
rewarded for your efforts.
If your inner voice becomes drowned out by ego or fear, you will only need to
learn how to let go of negative emotions to create the silence you need to hear your
own inner voice of strength.

Your mantra: "Love is the source of my strength."
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Chart Symbology
PLANETARY ASPECTS

Sextile = The energies

Conjunction = The

Trine = The energies

energies are blended
together

flow harmoniously

help each other out

Square = The

Quincunx = The

Opposition = The

energies go up against
each other

energies oppose each
other

ASTRO SYMBOLS

energies will require
some adjustments to
be made in your life

ZODIAC SIGNS

THE HOUSE SYSTEM

Sun

♈︎ Aries

1︎

Moon

♉ ︎ Taurus

2 ︎ Values & Desires

Mercury

♊︎ ︎ Gemini

3︎ ︎ Networking

Venus

♋︎︎ ︎ Cancer

4︎︎ ︎ Home & Family

Mars

♌︎︎ ︎ Leo

5︎︎ ︎ Fun & Creativity

Jupiter

♍︎︎ ︎ Virgo

Saturn

♎︎︎ ︎ Libra

6︎︎ ︎ Health, Work &
Daily Support

Uranus

♏︎︎ ︎ Scorpio

Neptune

♐︎︎ ︎ Sagittarius

Pluto

♑︎︎ ︎ Capricorn

North Node

♒︎︎ ︎ Aquarius

South Node

♓︎︎ ︎ Pisces

AS Rising Sign
MC Midheaven (Career Line)

Self-Identity

7︎︎ ︎ Relationships
8︎︎ ︎ Financial Security
9︎︎ ︎ Discovery & Learning
10︎︎ ︎ Career Legacy
11 ︎ Friendship &
Community Relations
12︎︎ ︎ Mystical Pursuits

Part of Fortune
Chiron
Vesta
Pallas Athena
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